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The good fishing starts when a river imposes itself on the angler.
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DFC MISSION STATEMENT

To advance the sport of fly
fishing in Arizona through
education, conservation
and community outreach
efforts by:
Providing Education
classes and clinics on fly
fishing, fly casting, fly
tying, rod building and
other associated skills

•

• Committing to conserve,

restore, and enhance local
and regional fisheries

• Making fishing

approachable, enjoyable
and safe in family friendly
environment

• Promoting responsible
angling practices

Frank Schettino • January 2021

Greeting fellow Trout Bums,
Happy New Year trout bums. I hope this
newsletter fins you all healthy. To say 2020
was an unbelievable year is an understatement. My hope for 2021 is that we all stay
healthy and get to fish more.
The 2021 membership drive is underway and
like past years we will have a Dave Weaver
custom built rod to raffle off for those who
renew or are a new member. Details in this
newsletter on page 3.
The zoom meetings have been a hit with members so we will continue until
we can safely meet in person. Joe Staller the outings chair has been working
on outings for 2021, you can see the list in this letter as well.
Happy New Year to you all.
Stay healthy, stay informed, stay positive we will get through this together.
Tight Lines,
Frank Schettino
...bada-bing-bada-boom
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2021 Membership Drive is on!

....Renew and Receive one ticket for a Dave Weaver Fly Rod
It’s time to renew your annual DFC 2021 Membership:

$35 Individual • $350 Life Time | Renewals or New Members get 1 ticket...
2 tickets for NEW Lifetime membership for the Dave Weaver Fly Rod drawing
in April. All Lifetime Members will automatically receive 2 tickets- each year!
2021 Dave Weaver Fly Rod: 10 ft • 3 wt Nymphing Special for those Salt River
adventures and beyond. Sensitive to the touch and crafted for many hours of pleasure.

BONUS PLUS!! Each month an added drawing for all who renew!
JANUARY
8ft • 3wt
3pc Fly Rod

FEBRUARY
5/6
Fly Reel

MARCH
WF 5F
Fly Line

Get in on the “monthly” added drawing for that extra little something from the DFC Board knowing you're
special keeping the club together during these troubled times. Each month there’s a drawing for those who
renewed during that month. Here’s the BONUS PLUS!! Your name will automatically be entered into the next
months drawing, and then the next month. You’ll have a chance to keep winning...there will be one winner each
month! Everyone has a chance to win along with the Dave Weaver Fly Rod in April.
For those who prefer pay by check:

Fill out Annual Membership Form found in this newsletter, attach your payment and mail.

DFC makes it easy to pay your dues....Just click on the link below. We are now PAYPAL!
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=HT2QMP9NY4VNW

Keep the flame and passion of Fly Fishing alive for 2021.
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Fly Fishers Don’t Use Bobbers (Some of Us Do)
by Jim Strogen

Fly fishers are a proud bunch, steeped in tradition. We enjoy trying to fool fish with flies that we tied to match the real bugs in the
creek or the lake. In fact, early in the history of fly fishing the only
“proper” way to entice a trout was with a dry fly floating on top of
the water. There are still many that prefer that method of taking
trout over any other.
I am not of the dry fly-only crowd, and am quite a bit more
pragmatic about my fly fishing. The aquatic insects that dominate
a trout’s diet are in front of the fish in the water about ninety-five
percent of their life cycle, so my fly section is almost always a fly
that imitates this underwater phase of life.
To accomplish this in creeks and lakes, a common practice is to
use what we call an indicator. No self-respecting fly fisher would
ever call an indicator a bobber, but that is really what it is.
In a stream, an angler will often cast upstream and attempt to
drift his fly downstream simulating a dislodged aquatic insect in
the current. This can be accomplished without an indicator, but
there are clear advantages to using an indicator floating above your
offering.
The foam pinch-on
type at the bottom gets
folded in half (along
the drawn-in black line)
where it attaches to the
tippet usually about
2 feet above the fly. The
green indicator shows a
pinch-on type folded in
half. The small air-filled
and cork indicators are
used in faster water or
when there is additional
weight with the fly that
would sink a lighter
indicator.

along the water keeps the fly from going
airborne and catching a tree or bush if it
really wasn’t a fish.
The indicator that I use in small creeks
or on Rim Country lakes is a very light
foam pinch-on style. My preference for
this type is that it is so light that it doesn’t
impact my cast and it allows me to notice
the slightest movement of my fly below the
indicator. If I need to add weight to my
presentation to get the fly down deeper
that could cause the foam indicator to sink
under the surface, then I will switch to a
small air-filled plastic indicator or a cork
indicator. I will use these types in faster,
deeper water where I want to be sure that
my indictor is floating high, and I don’t
have to worry about the splash of the indictor hitting the surface scaring fish away.

A use of an indicator that you may not
have considered is to help you track files
that are just too hard to see. I have used
an indicator when I am making long casts
with tiny dries on the San Juan to help me
The challenge is that trout will quickly spit out what they decide know where my offering is.
is not food. In well over fifty years of fishing under the surface for
I often will use an indicator when I am
trout, I have utilized a very quick hook set when I either see a fish fishing a wooly bugger or hard to see fly
take my fly, or see the indicator move signaling a possible grab of downstream. In those situations I am not
the fly drifting below.
relying on the indicator to tell me if a fish
When using an indicator, do not assume that a fish will take the grabbed the fly, but rather as a spotter
indicator under water before you set the hook. I will set the hook to tell me where my fly is in relation to a
if the indicator does anything odd. It might stop drifting briefly, place where I think a trout may be hiding.
move to the side, or jiggle, and it might indeed go under water. Any In this case, the indicator three or four feet
of those will prompt me to give a six to eight inch quick pull down- up my line tells me how far I can work my
stream parallel to the water to set the hook. If in doubt, assume it fly downstream so that it dances right in
front of the location that I am targeting.
is a fish and set the hook.
Trout will grab at anything that they think might be food drifting downstream. The closer an angler can match their natural food
and present it in a way that doesn’t alarm the fish, the better chance
you have of enticing a bite.

That short strike parallel to the water helps me in two ways. If
it was simply the fly ticking along bottom, that hook set allows
the fly to keep drifting through productive water. The parallel pull

Owen Strogen, with Ayden Strogen looking on, brings in an Apache
trout on Silver Creek. Note the orange indicator on his line.

DFC member Randy Messersmith with an East Verde River Gila trout
on. Randy used an indicator to track his wooly bugger through this
hole..

Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist - Life on the Fly Payson Roundup Newspaper
Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com
photos by Jim Strogen

Paula Osterday netting a Gila trout on the East Verde River at 3rd
Crossing. Note the indicator two feet above the fly.
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DFC CLUB
ZOOM
MEETING
Thursday,
January 14, 2021
Additional
information
to follow...

This months DFC Zoom Club meeting will be partnered with the Arizona Fly Casters

and The Sun City Grand Club. We’ll focus on the state of fishing lodges and fishing travels. Jim Klug, founder and Director of Operations for destination angling specialists,
Yellow Dog Flyfishing Adventures, will be the featured guest speaker. Jim is a fly fishing
industry guide, sales rep, travel coordinator, photographer, writer, filmmaker, and is
past National Sales Manager for Scientific Anglers and StreamWorks. Jim has a colorful
and entertaining presentation and will help set the pace for our 2021 fly fishing season
for both Desert Fly Casters and the Arizona Fly Casters.
We will provide additional information with a link for this partnered club meeting
on Thursday, January 14, 2021 with a special invitation for all members.
Keep yourself tuned for that special invite in your e-mail coming soon.
Questions? Catch: Brian Foss, The DFC Programs Guy at: bfossfly@gmail.com

Fly Tying Corner
Flies for this month are pulled from Fly Fishers International Legends of fly tying.
They are available on YouTube. The videos are full of tips if you want to see details on how to tie.
FFI Online Season 2: Legends of Fly Tying with Gretchen Beatty • FFI Online Season 2: Legends of Fly Tying with Gary Borger
Fly Tying: Cammisa's Stealth Mode jig nymph
Consider joining if you aren’t already a member.

January Flies of the Month
Gary Borger Down and
Dirty Minnow

Gretchen Beatty
Quill Parachute

Hook – 2/0 to 10 3x to 7X
Thread – Nymo Size A – E (think
Rod wrapping thread)
Body: White Extra Select Craft Fur
Flash: Flashabou – Pearl
Coloration: Permanent Markers
Red, Black, Silver

Hook – Std dry fly – 8 to 20
Tail – Moose Body hair
Body : Quill stripped
Post- Phentex Slipper and
craft yarn
(Can use calf body hair or similar.)
Wing: Std brown hackle.
Concave up
Thorax: Wax thread. Use short

Camissa Stealth
Mode Fly
Hook: Standard Nymph 12 to 18
Bead: Slotted Bead
Weight: 010 wire 4 to 5 wraps
against bead
Tail : Coq De Leon fibers
sparse – length of body

Rib: Silver wire
Body: Holographic Tinsel Black
Thorax: Peacock synthetic dubbing
Hot Spot – Red Thread

For more information, send email to Bob Harrison harrn7963@aol.com or call/ text to 480 735 9743.
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Got the
directions...
See you
there!

DFC January
Silver Creek Outing

Saturday, January 9, 2021

Host: Dick Brooks
email gdubby77@gmail.com or phone 480-203-9634
Directions: To get there, take US 60 out of Show Low,
take a left on Bordon Ranch, then a right on Hatchery
Road. Park in the Hatchery Parking lot
Want to catch BIG trout EASILY? Then come to the Desert Flycasters outing
at Silver Creek on Saturday, January 9. These trout are all 16+ inches with
some going 28". All you need is some chamois leeches, some dog bones or if
we are fortunate to have a little afternoon hatch a size 20 or 22 Griffith's gnat
can produce a lot of fun. They have also been known to eat San Juan Worms,
egg patterns, Copper Johns and various other trout "goodies". Some kind of
strike indicator is very helpful. You will need at least a 4wt. or heavier rod, floating line, tapered leaders and 3x, 4x, or if you
want to live dangerously 5x leader and tippet. A long handled BIG net makes landing these monsters from a high bank easier.
You can make this a long day trip, although you may want to come the night before and get a good night's rest. Due to
Covid, we request that you make your own lodging arrangements. I always stay at the KC Motel right in Show Low. The
place is clean, very affordable (even Vince stays there) and provides access to dining and other needs. There is a Sportsman's
Warehouse, Walmart, Big 5 and other retail outlets nearby should you need any supplies. We need to be at the parking lot at
the end of the access road no later than 8AM on Saturday morning January 9. If you would like to stay another day and fish
Sunday, I'm sure the fish will cooperate.

"Scholars have long known that fishing eventually turns men into philosophers.
Unfortunately, it is almost impossible to buy decent tackle on a philosopher's salary.
Patrick McManus
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Time is but the stream I go a-fishing in. I drink at it; but while I drink
I see the sandy bottom and detect how shallow it is. Its thin current slides away,
but eternity remains.
Henry David Thoreau
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The Fun of Fall Fishing
by Jim Strogen

B

A

C

D

A The Coachman unweighted wet fly...my favorite
B Elk rub along Tonto Creek

C This hole easier fished when leaves have fallen.
D Where was the trout that came out to grab my fly? Yep, in
the dark water under the vine

E
My wife gave me a new fly rod for my birthday. Of course a new fly rod needs to
catch a trout on it as soon as possible. So I decided to take a trip to Tonto Creek, one of
my favorite Rim Country streams, for this occasion.
It has been several months since I fished Tonto Creek. I shifted to fishing the East Verde this summer, where the flow out of C.C. Cragin Reservoir kept the East Verde flowing
strong all summer.
The other creeks below the Rim, like Tonto Creek, are dependent on snow melt seeping down from the Rim through the rock to feed the springs where these creeks originate, and the monsoons to increase their flow. With little snow and rain this year, they have
remained shallow all summer. As a result, the water temperature was also at the upper
end of comfort for trout.

E This hole is about 3 feet deep. Where was the trout when he
grabbed my fly? Yep, sitting tucked in front of that large rock
near the bottom. He cruised up for my unweighted wet fly.

tufts of soft hackle for the tail and throat so that from underneath it looks very much like a typical aquatic insect. The
advantage of this fly is that the wings are white. While the
white wings do not interfere with trout grabbing this fly, they
are much easier to spot for the fisher tracking the fly through
the water. I can see this fly for the entire drift as it approaches
the fish and know exactly when to set the hook.
Because of the clear water conditions in Tonto Creek, I looked for the trout in faster, deeper runs with choppier water, as
well as under overhanging vines, or close to rocks or logs for
cover. I had good success in these locations.

Now that the water has begun to cool, I decided to give Tonto Creek a try. I love fishing this creek in the fall. It can get pretty overgrown during the summer, so when the
leaves fall I can investigate pools and runs that are much harder to get a fly into during
the summer.

I also found trout in deep, quiet pools ready to take a delicately placed fly. It is not uncommon to find fish cruising for
bugs in the fall and winter in these deeper pools, but they will
immediately dash for cover at the first sign of danger.

Another treat of fishing Tonto Creek in the fall are the sights and smells. I love walking
on the fallen leaves, and their fragrance can’t be beat. The willows along the creek are
popular with the elk at this time of year, and it is fun to see recent rubbings from big bulls
that recently walked the same paths as me.

A few years ago I took my two older grandsons to Upper
Christopher Creek about this time of year to show them the
creek. When we approached one of my favorite pools, there
were four brown trout feeding regularly on the surface.

Fall fishing a small, brushy creek adds some challenge to the trip that makes it even
more fun. The shallow, clear water and lack of leaves on the trees and bushes causes an
angler to be a bit more exposed to the trout; so stealth is certainly important for success.

We were standing about fifteen feet back from the water
watching the trout continue to feed. I suggested that Ayden
approach the pool quietly to see what would happen. He
hadn’t moved much more than five or six feet when the trout
disappeared. The boys were amazed that the fish had so quickly ducked under nearby rocks and logs and were nowhere
to be found.

I generally use a foam indicator when I fish Tonto Creek. This time however, even
though my foam indicator is very light, it caused fish in the first two holes I cast my fly
into to scurry for cover. I generally use small bead-head flies when I fish Tonto Creek.
Even that splash was too much for the fish. So I changed to an unweighted fly without an
indicator and my luck shifted dramatically.
As a kid when I was learning to fly fish, I knew nothing of indicators. Instead, I had to
track my fly as it drifted downstream under the surface. In those situations, I had to be
aware of any indication that the fish took my fly. If I was using a dark fly that was difficult
to see, then my only way of knowing if a fish took my fly was a slight movement of the fish
in the current and perhaps the white mouth opening as it grabbed the fly.
Another tool in those days was using a fly that was my uncle’s favorite, that soon became mine. The Coachman is an unweighted wet fly. It has a peacock herl body and small

This is a fun time of year to fish. The trout seem very eager to grab a fly, but remember that you need to take special
precautions to enhance your chance of success while fishing
skinny water in the fall.
Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist - Life on the Fly Payson Roundup Newspaper
Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com
photos by Jim Strogen
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TURN THE PAGE TO 2021

by Vince Deadmond

Most folks couldn't scrape the scent of 2020 off the bottom of their
shoe fast enough. There seems to be great anticipation, and hope for
2021, with the release of the vaccine for Covid 19. We lost too many people, and couldn't seem to get a handle on the virus soon enough. Social
distancing seems to have caught on and folks are spending more time
outdoors doing more solitary things, like rediscovering fishing. It wasn't
as noticeable as the hand sanitizer and toilet paper shortage, but basic
fishing supplies, hooks, lines, and sinkers were missing from retail shelves for a long time.
If you have decided that 2021 is the year that you are going to start your
saltwater fly fishing adventure I have a few equipment suggestions for
you. When you start searching for fly fishing gear you may be slapped
in the face with sticker shock. You will find some top end fly rods priced
at $1200 and yes they are wonderful sticks. My most expensive rods I
won in a fly club raffle, and I have some really good rods that I have
spent around $300 to purchase. You can take a rod building class where
you buy and assemble your own parts for $60 and finish with a rod that
would retail for around $400. You can shop used equipment on Ebay
and ease into fly fishing for less than $200 and have the basics of rod and
reel covered.
My recommendation for a fly rod to fish Rocky Point would be a saltwater 4 piece eight weight 9 foot model with a fighting butt. The saltwater
model is usually stiffer for the larger flies that you will be throwing. The
4 piece breaks down into a smaller package for storage and travel. The
eight weight is a good all around size for most of the fish that we catch in
Rocky Point. The fighting butt gives you more leverage in fighting fish.
Almost anything for a reel will do. We don't get a lot of fish that make
long runs, so the reel is just a line holder. I picked up a new 7/8 Piscifun
reel for about $50 off the internet. Where you don't want to go cheap
is on the fly line. I would suggest a 300-400 grain sinking line with an
intermediate sink running line. This is the line that I use most often for
RP fishing. You can expect to pay $80 to $120 for a line like this.
After you get outfitted you need a plan, you can't just show up and
expect great fishing. My plan starts with a tidelines calendar, I like to
arrive in RP so I can fish the neap tides, the two smaller tides during
the month. The spring tides move so much water that they are difficult
to manage, or even allow your weighted line to get down in the water
column. The tide calendar will tell you when the tide is going in and out.
Your plan should be to go with the tide even on a neap tide, it's easier to
go with the flow. Some local businesses stock the tide calendar for RP or
you can go on line www.tidelines.com and order yours.
After you get your days picked for fishing you will need a few flies. I
like ones that look like baitfish, shrimp, or crabs. Two of my favorite
flies are the Clouser Minnow that looks like a fish, and the Gotcha'a that
looks shrimpy. I tie my own but you can buy flies from your local fly
shop or on line. I would suggest flies tied on a size 4 stainless hook so it
does not rust. Finally you may need a fly casting lesson, if you are not
casting 50 feet you need to work on your double haul. A fly fishing guide
should be able to tune up your casting, this is not a natural motion and
everyone who does it well has had help. Hope to see you on the water in
2021. Vince Deadmond The Retired Fly Fishing Hardware guy can be
reached at vince@ajbest.com and at 480 818 1796.

The rod is an Orvis Helios it is the newest rod in my stable. It was a generous
warranty replacement for an older version. It has enough butt to throw a 400
grain line with two clousers, and a soft enough tip for fighting fish. The second
picture is a Clouser tied on a Gamakatsu 3/0 drop shot hook. The length of the
hook is short and the hook gap is wide. I added a tail spinner and found this very
effective in December for Orange Mouth Corvina in Puerto Penasco.
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Fisheries, Streams, Watersheds; Protection and
Restoration in Arizona: What’s It All About?

JANUARY
2021
Desert Fly
Casters
Conservation
Corner
JOE M I L L E R
DFC Conservation Chairman

Well, in most All of Arizona, and indeed in much of the Arid Southwestern US, it’s
really all about the Forests, mostly public forests. That’s really where the waters
we fish are, or at least where the waters come from. Even our valued fishery at Lees
Ferry on the Colorado River depends on healthy forests in the Upper Colorado River Basin States to collect and slowly release snowmelt water in the Spring runoff.
That’s really the original and main purpose of all those National Forests - To Protect
those Watersheds!
So a lot of Water / Aquatics / fisheries protection and restoration efforts here in
AZ are no longer just moving rocks and logs, planting grasses and willows along
stream banks, constructing Redds for spawning, or even helping stock fish. It’s
about working on major forest issues, on numerous and tedious committees, with
lots of other organizations, and over a frequently exasperating long time. Years!!
Because Forest Restoration, really necessary to Protect the forests from catastrophic wildfires which frequently destroy the watershed function, is a complicated
business. Lots of organizations, from multiple Federal agencies, to several state
entities like Arizona Game and Fish Department, to a lot of committed NGO Conservation Groups, to increasingly well informed timber, power, and water industry
members, to tribal interests, to local governments, to educational institutions, and
to just interested individuals. And Laws, Regulations, Rules, and Policies!!!!! Those
are more than abundant, and frequently changing!!!!

Questions?
Catch me, Joe Miller at:
jamiller101@gmail.com
This Pre-Covid Meeting / Field Trip took place for a 4FRI Rim Country EIS a couple years ago. Participants
Curt Gill, Jim Strogen, other AZGFD and numerous other agency folks and DFC Conservation Chair Joe Miller and other DFC folks listen to Alan Hayden of Natural Channel Design, Inc discuss stream restoration
techniques on Canyon Creek in the Tonto National Forest. This field trip was organized for the USFS and
the Multi-Organizational 4FRI Stakeholder Group by Curt Gill and Kelly Wolf of AZGFD and Joe Miller of
DFC and AZTU.

And there’s never enough money, and the whole process of getting it, and
spending it on the right efforts, is a mystery in itself. So that’s part of why the DFC
Conservation effort, and the monies and time that DFC members contribute that
go toward Forest Efforts (Remember, it’s really for Watershed Protection) are sometimes drug out, but still important.
There’s lots of opportunity for involvement, so we hope more of you will jump
in and help, so that the Waters will (continue to) be fine!
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Fly-Fishing the Ernest Hemingway Way

A new fly-fishing heritage collection inspired by the ‘Old Man and the Sea’ author’s favored gear
lets anglers cast lines like the legend
By John Clarke

A

Credited and reported in the Wall Street Journal- November 26, 2020

WHEN ERNEST Hemingway’s well-worn steamer
trunk containing his f ly-fishing gear disappeared from
a train bound for Sun Valley, Idaho, in 1940, the loss was
so crushing that the author never again waded in the
shallows. Instead, he concentrated his angling efforts
far offshore, catching record-breaking pelagics like
sailfish and marlin.
The trunk’s disappearance also “shook” the family,
said his great-grandson Patrick Hemingway Adams,
who is helping launch the Hemingway Inshore Collection of rods, reels, inshore boats and more designed after the old man’s heart.
Debuting Dec. 1, the handcrafted 9-weight f ly reels
($1,200, ernesthemingwayinshore.com) are machined by Everol, an Italian brand favored by the author
for their performance and durability. Each comes in a
mahogany box packed in freshly planed wood shavings,
smelling the way you’d expect anything “Hemingway”
to smell: earthy, warm, woodsy.
“The Old Man and the Sea” author often cast with his
favored Hardy St. George reel, a trout rig antique by today’s standards. The new Hemingway f ly reel, a “ventilated” model made of silver anodized aluminum with
a multi-disc drag system to slow speeding fish, bears
features of high-end contemporary reels made by Tibor,
Nautilus and Abel.

B

The author’s only surviving f ly rods and the Inshore
Collection f ly rods ($2,700) share similar craftsmanship. Designer Anthony Toro spent 60 hours forming
each two-piece, 8-foot stick from tonkin bamboo, including wrapping its nickel-silver ferrules in black kimono
Japanese silk thread, and attaching a reel seat built of
titanium, and a base and fighting butt made of West Indian mahogany and Spanish cedar.
It’s impossible to compare any boat to the “Pilar,” the
author’s 38-footer. But, for those who want a modern
skiff fit for the legendary writer, the Hemingway Classic
20 by Willy Roberts Boats ($95,000) finds a balance of
new and old, mixing features like mahogany trim with
a Kevlar-constructed hull; a poling platform to stand on
and sight fish; and a Yamaha F115 outboard engine.

C

Will all of this heritage-style gear bearing Papa’s name
make you a better angler? Stu Apte, a Florida Keys fishing guide who first met Hemingway in Cuba, where the
author taught him to make mojitos aboard the “Pilar,”
just laughed. “Some fisherman need all the help they
can get.”
A- CATCH OF THE DAY Ernest Hemingway fishing in Sun Valley, Idaho, in 1939
B- Each of the handcrafted fly reels is stamped with the Hemingway logo.
C- Though inspired by Hemingway’s lost gear, these conventional reels are designed
with modern features and technology.
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2021 DFC OUTINGS

Right on, Joe..
Looking
forward to
fishing 2021!

Our DFC Board has a tentive 2021 Outings schedule in place.
We are keeping in mind saftey first with each date and we will keep you
updated with all available information as it develops.
Questions/Comments??

Catch me, Joe Staller, The Outing Guy at:
stallerjoe@gmail.com • cell phone: 602-568-9431
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Silver Creek

by Jim Strogen

A two hour carpool from Payson to Silver Creek outside of Show Low is
normally how PFC/GTTU Club members make the trip; sometimes several during the catch and release season from October 1st-March 31st.
Great insights on flies and strategies are shared, along with descriptions
of favorite sections of the creek. On the drive back, the fish that were
caught that day somehow grow at least a couple inches from when they
came to the net.
Trying to remain Covid safe, Dave Rozema and I drove separately on
this trip, but decided to stick close-by when we fished. It was great having
a fishing buddy to strategize with on the spot as we took turns casting to
targeted fish. We each started with two different flies and provided immediate feedback when we found something that worked.
If you have’t been there before, Silver Creek is a slow moving stream
with many areas that are steep-banked and reed-covered. There are plenty of places to fish from, but a long-handled net is a must as all fishing is
from the bank.
We walked the 30 minutes or so to the Upper Section in hopes of fishing the deepest pool on the creek where many of the fish are two feet or
longer. It was quite crowded, so we quickly headed back to the section
near the parking lot. We have both caught many fish in the hole right
above the footbridge within about a hundred yards of the parking lot.
Any of the water upstream from there is relatively easy to fish, and the
water was clear enough to see plenty of fish! We didn’t see a fish smaller
than 18 inches.
Normally, white or tan chamois worms or leeches work well. I suspect
they adequately represent the cranefly larvae that would seem to love the
conditions on Silver Creek. That was not the fly for this trip, however.

Dave had success with a pheasant tail. I caught mine on
a green emerger and a sparsely tied black caddis as my
trailer behind my small dry fly dropper. The black caddis was picked up when it sank below the surface and I
gave it a bit of movement.
By now these fish have been caught several times, so
can be pretty selective. Be prepared to change flies often. It is also helpful to talk with others on the stream
that are having success that day. I have found that Silver
Creek is a great place to get great fly advice from other
anglers hoping you join in on the fun of catching really
big fish.
Be certain that where you decide to cast will allow
you to quickly bring your fish to the net. That means
that you should know where you can safely cast from,
and where you can get close enough to the water to net
the fish and return it to the water quickly.
Do not assume that the fish will be ok, be sure that
as you revive it in your net, that it is ready to swim off.
This is another advantage of sticking with a buddy as
netting a friend’s fish is greatly appreciated on steep,
reedy banks.
Jim Strogen, Writer/Columnist - Life on the Fly Payson Roundup Newspaper
Catch Jim at: jimstrog@gmail.com • photos by Jim Strogen

Charlie Rosser's Fly Box

Dick Brook's Fly Box

Dave Rozema working patiently to revive a
rainbow with his long-handled net before a
successful release.

Desert Fly Casters

2021 DESERT FLY CASTERS
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Frank Schettino- President
Joe Staller-Vice President
Valerie Staller- Treasurer
Marie McClearn- Secretary
Outings- Joe Staller
Programs-Brian Foss
Retail/Books/Logo -Jerry King
Membership- Rod Buchanan
Education- Gary Hitterman
Conservation- Joe Miller/Dick Brooks
TU/FFF Liaison- Bob Harrison
Raffles- Mike Monroe
Newsletter Editor/Graphics Guru
Robert McKeon
Website Administrator
Bill Batchelor

Keep the flame and passion of Fly Fishing alive for 2021.
Silver Creek January Outing
Saturday, January 9, 2021
Dick Brooks • Host
480-203-9634 • gdubby77@gmail.com

Danish Casting Games
Saturday, February 22, 2021 • McQueen Park
Host To Be Announced
Information catch: Joe Staller
joestaller@yahoo.com • (602) 568-9431

NOTE:

A reminder notice for our Thursday, January 14, 2021
ZOOM DFC Club Meeting will also be e-mailed to membership prior to meeting.

